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Kid’s Guide to The Caribbean
Where in the world is The Caribbean?

The Caribbean is a group of 7,000 islands, 
reefs, and cays located south of Florida 
and east of Cuba. The air and water 
temperature is always lovely and 
warm. The foods are delicious, and 
the local people are so friendly.
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Caribbean Phrases
When visiting the Caribbean you will hear Spanish, Dutch and 
French spoken in addition to English. Here are some fun local 

phrases you may hear when in the Caribbean!

 Dingolay .................................. To dance with joy Jump Up  .................................Get up and dance Bill Chill .................................. Take it easy Pickney ..................................Children/kids  Jitney .................................. Bus 
Monkey See, Monkey Do .................................. Copycat Cheese on bread! ..................................Wow!

 Maaad ..................................Awesome Lime .................................. Party
 Bird Speed ..................................Move fast Free Up .................................. Relax

Fun Caribbean Foods to Try
Johnny Cakes - cornmeal buns grilled, 
fried, or baked filled with meat, 
vegetables, or seafood or served with sweet 
fillings and powdered sugar. 

Roadside BBQ - you can find fresh grilled 
lobster, ribs, chicken, and more!

Jerk Chicken - traditional jerk chicken is slowly 
cooked over a fire across logs. Locals recommend 
trying it only at restaurants with grills outside.

Callaloo - local leafy greens similar to kale 
or collard greens served with garlic, onion, 
tomatoes, and peppers.

The pattern in the background 

is called “madras.” This colorful 

checker squared pattern is 

traditional in the Caribbean.

KeeKee eating a 
Johnny Cake

The towns have pretty colored 
painted buildings, and the 
palm tree-covered beaches are 
beautiful.

North America

Get more fun activities at AAA.com/Family-Travel

Wherever you see KeeKee, you’ll know it’s all about Family Travel.
© KKBA Entertainment

Family Travel 
Collectible Stamp

Here is your offi cial Caribbean 
collectible stamp. Have an adult 
help you cut it out and attach it 

to your downloadable 
KeeKee Stamp Book.

cut out and save
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Caribbean Phrases When visiting the Caribbean you will hear Spanish, Dutch and 
French spoken in addition to English. Here are some fun local 

phrases you may hear when in the Caribbean!

 Dingolay ..................................To dance with joy  Jump Up  .................................Get up and dance  Bill Chill ..................................Take it easy  Pickney ..................................Children/kids  Jitney ..................................Bus 
Monkey See, Monkey Do ..................................Copycat  Cheese on bread! ..................................Wow!

 Maaad ..................................Awesome  Lime ..................................Party
 Bird Speed ..................................Move fast  Free Up ..................................Relax

Move fast
Relax

Fun Caribbean Foods to Try
Johnny Cakes - cornmeal buns grilled, 
fried, or baked filled with meat, 
vegetables, or seafood or served with sweet 
fillings and powdered sugar. 

Roadside BBQ- you can find fresh grilled 
lobster, ribs, chicken, and more!

Jerk Chicken - traditional jerk chicken is slowly 
cooked over a fire across logs. Locals recommend 
trying it only at restaurants with grills outside.

Callaloo - local leafy greens similar to kale 
or collard greens served with garlic, onion, 
tomatoes, and peppers.

The pattern in the background 

is called “madras.” This colorful 

checker squared pattern is 

traditional in the Caribbean.

KeeKee eating a 
Johnny Cake

The towns have pretty colored 
painted buildings, and the 
palm tree-covered beaches are 
beautiful.
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Family Travel 
Collectible Stamp

Here is your offi cial Caribbean 
collectible stamp. Have an adult 
help you cut it out and attach it 

to your downloadable 
KeeKee Stamp Book.

cut out and save 
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KeeKee
Stamp Book

Collect Stamps from your 
KeeKee Kid’s Corner Mini Magazines

and Kid’s Travel Activity Guides

Fill this stamp book 

with stamps found in

KeeKee Kid’s Corner Mini 

Magazines
and 

Kid’s Travel Activity Guides

Collect 6 and post a photo to 

social media with the hashtag

 #AAAKeeKeeStamps

Stamp Collector’s Name: City, State, Country:

attach a
stamp here
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